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rossum document workflow
When Rossum captures data from documents, they undergo a series of
states as they get processed by the system. Rossum is optimized for batch
processing of documents, applying the AI-based capture asynchronously and
then encouraging a periodic user batch review of all documents received so
far. The typical workflow is as follows:


1. Documents are received by Rossum over time as they arrive. Each 
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2. Documents stay in the “processing” state while data is automatically 




3. Custom business logic provided by a Rossum Extension may 




4. Users periodically log in to the Rossum web app, review the queued 





5. The validation interface allows the user to also capture extra data that is 





6. The user may also “postpone” or delete documents during validation.

7. Exported documents are then available for further processing on a 




While this is the most proven workflow for most applications, other workflow
models are possible and covered later in the document. Most notably, it is
possible to control when and which documents are reviewed by the user
externally (see “embedded Rossum app”).



interfacing with rossum
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Other than that, custom I/O methods may be built within Rossum Extensions
using the Rossum API. The API provides a way to upload documents as well

as to access captured data for specific exported documents, and its usage
can be freely mixed with the default I/O methods above. Push notifications for
processing an exported document immediately are available through the
connector API.



The API for Rossum Extensions is documented in the Rossum API reference

- it is an HTTPS RESTful interface.




configuring rossum account
By default, your Rossum organization comes with a single queue, single user
and a pre-defined example definition of captured fields (a schema). All these
aspects are customizable, including which fields are captured. When building
an Rossum Extension, registering your connector API endpoint with a queue
to receive push notifications of events is also a part of the configuration.



Most of the configuration, such as creating a new queue or configuring your
extraction schema, can be done from within the application. Additionally, we
recommend using our configuration tool elisctl, for more advanced actions
that are not available in the application. Some more details regarding basic
Rossum configuration are covered in the Feb 2019 technical webinar.




HISTORICAL NOTES
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i n t eg r at i o n fo r s o f twa r e ve n d o r s

Rossum partners may be issued with API keys that allow for programmatic
creation of new organizations on a bulk basis. An organization is the basic
permission unit as well as a usage count and billing unit (but this does not
preclude all organizations created by the partner to be billed to the partner).
Rossum recommends compartmentalization of customers of the vendor to
separate Rossum organization accounts.



For more details, please refer to the API documentation.
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technical specification
Processing capabilities:

i.e. per invoice, up to a 32 pages limit. Uploads and requests must not
exceed rated outlined in Rossum’s Acceptable Use Policy (part of
Rossum’s terms at rossum.ai/terms)

Application requierements:
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take the journey with us
Rossum welcomes new technical partners who are interested in
implementing cognitive data capture for their customers, or even want to
build new applications around the Rossum platform. The best next stop in
your journey is Rossum’s Developer Portal which contains many more
detailed guides and other resources.

Let’s create a world 

free of manual data entry 

together.

Please contact us at rossum@rossum.ai for business inquiries. Partners are
encouraged to also directly speak to Georgi Shartava (Partnership Manager)
at giorgi.shartava@rossum.ai.



For technical inquiries, contact our support channel at support@rossum.ai.
You are also invited to reach out directly to Rossum’s CTO Petr Baudis at
petr@rossum.ai.


